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I salute you, T}'te New

Law
ool Gradtfates of
1993. Each of you has demonstrated 11y your hard work
and numerous achievements the talent required to become
a first-rate lawyer. But law school graduation is not the end
of legal education. It is really only the ~ginning.
You have chosen a profession where the quest for excellence demands life-long study. You have chosen a profession where nothing short of excellence will do. The legal
prof~ssion's
ion is
ly to ordei: the fut'(H;e with
words and to r
disputeswith fairness and e£fidency.
These obligations impose enormous responsibilities. so ..
ciety is entitled to insist that they be discharged in a
scrupulously ethical fashion.
i have confidence that each of you
handle
share of these responsibllitie$. And I have confi"'""'"' . ....,.... that
you will have fun doing so. To each of you, my very best
wishes .
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DEAN HARRY WELLINGTON
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KATERINA ANTOS

MARCIA AJAYI-OBE
It's finally over!!! Now I can become a duly employed
taxpayer (I hope).
Thank you Mom. Thank you for your support. Now,
maybe I'll be able to support myself (financially that is).
Thank you for putting up with my moodiness for the last
three years (I'm not sure it had anything to do with law
school). Without you I would not have made it this far. You
have been there for me at each phase of this process called
education. You have been the shoulder upon which I have
leaned. You have provided me with the words of
encouragement which have enabled me to continue. I love
you.
Thank you Maggie for listening to all my complaints and
my dreams (woof!!).
Finally, I thank the members of the Black Law Students
Association for helping to make NYLS a comfortable place.

FINAL WORDS:
Thank you to my family and friends for all the love and
support you've given me over the last three years. I
couldn't have made it without you.
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PATRICK BENN

DEBRA BARNETT
Be glad that you are free, free to change your mind
Free to go most anywhere anytime
Be glad that you are free, there's many a man who's not
Be glad for what you had and what you got
Prince "Free"
Confront the world with integrity, confront your friends
with honesty, confront your life with joy and never
compromise! Thanks to all those who have helped me
through the rough times. Love, Debbie

"Determine never to be idle. It is wonderful how
much may be done, if we are always doing."
-

Thomas Jefferson -

Mom, Dad, Jackie & Eamon
Thank you for your help, support and love.
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LAURA CASULLI

LAURA CAFFARO
THANK GOD I'M OUT OF HERE.
Thank you to all those who have helped me achieve this goal.
Paco - I'll love you forever and ever. You're the best. Thank
you for making me the happiest girl in the world.
Tracey, B-Beth, Naomi and Michele - Thanks for all the fun
and support. I need you all to keep me in line. You are the best
friends a person could ask for. I couldn't have done this without
you ...
Janice, Kristen and Magali - My best school buddies, I'm so
glad we suffered through this together.
To my professors, especially Professors McGinty and Cuevas,
Thank you for providing me with the tools to tackle any legal
problems I might face. Through your guidance, I realized I can
take on any challenge, no matter how big ... (ie ... Corporate
Finance)
and most of all MOM, ... You have been my best friend and
biggest supporter. I would have never finished this without
your love. I'm sorry for all the aggravation. I hope you know as
old as I get, I will always need you. I LOVE YOU .... and
Sachie too.
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Dear Mom and Dad, Thanks for everything!!!
- Love Laura

JOSEPH G. CELLA
LEONARD A. CECERE
So who says that you can't teach an old dog new tricks?
New York Law School was able to educate me on a level and a
width I hadn't thought possible.
I am extremely grateful to New York Law School for the
education I received. I was thoroughly impressed with the first
class teaching staff. Equally impressive was the high quality of my
fellow students. I learned much from them both inside the
classroom and out.
It was a "white knuckle ride" all the way 'til the end, but the
camaraderie of my classmates and the assistance of my professors
gave me the confidence to successfully complete the most rigorous,
demanding and difficult task of my life.

"Recall the past to forge the future."
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VINCENT CHIRICO

MICHAEL CHASEN
I would like to thank the Academy ... What a long strange trip
it has been. I can't believe it is finally coming to an end. Hopefully
it was worth all the "pain and suffering." Well, looking back, I
guess I can say at this point that it really wasn't that bad.
I entered law school a quiet, neurotic and immature 21 year old
and I leave a quiet, neurotic and immature 24 year old, gee what
three years actually do to a person.
I met some great people at school - you all know who you are
so I will not attempt to list the names. Besides, if I tried to list all
the names I would pass the 200 word limit imposed by Delvis and
probably piss off anyone who is not mentioned.
I am happy the school finished all necessary construction,
including the cafeteria, while I was still able to enjoy it.
In my final comments: Congratulations to all my friends who
have gotten married and/or engaged during our "trip" through
law school. As for me, I enjoy being the most eligible bachelor.
Good luck to everyone on the Bar Exam and in the careers.

I, like many others to be sure, decided to embark on a legal education at age 12 while watching "Perry
Mason." Fifteen years and several degrees later, I am happy to say I am still "gripped" by the same desire I
had as a boy. As I write these words, I have neither lost much naivete nor gained much wisdom; I have
merely been trained to pursue a career in the law. Thus, I am still at the beginning of what I hope to be a
long and fulfilling journey.
There are a few to whom I will be forever grateful. My parents, who left everything behind in Italy, with
me at age 7, to come to America so that their children would have a brighter future; my mother-in-law,
whose endless support and kindness makes it now possible for me to write these words; my father-in-law,
whose vision and guidance during our much too brief relationship showed me a bigger and brighter world;
Father Failla, in many ways a mentor, whose subtle ways teach many lessons; and my friend, my
confidante, my critic, my companion through it all, the one I will forever call my wife.
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KAREN CORNELIUS
BEVERLY CHOW
What can I say ... the last three years were great but enough is
enough! Time to get out of here. But before I do, I'd like to leave
you with a few words ...
To all my friends - thanks for all the great memories I'll
always have. Especially Mitch and Alesia, who have endured
and suffered through many a traumatic experience with me.
And to Joe, whose sarcastic wit will leave me with scars forever.
To Darlene - thanks for the great cat chat! Jeanny - what can
I say friends to the end. And I would never forget you Wolfie Unsurpassable dependability, we love you.

To all my Professors - see you next year.
NOT!
Especially J. L. - thanks for bringing us
together.
Fatboi - Skiing, running, eating - you do it
all! Thanks for everything you've done for
me and for being my Journal man. See you in
Boulder ...
To my family - You never cease to amaze
me!
And last but not least, to Road Runner Beep, Beep!
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WILLIAM DAILEY
FERNANDO CRUZ
Somehow, as my professional life nears its beginning, my study of
law at New York Law School seems to fit better now than it did
then - you know, that first year. Three years ago "law" seemed
like an incomprehensible set of rules and norms that was
impossible to learn. Well, I now know that law school doesn't
teach it all; law school is but one stop on the road to becoming a
lawyer. It is my hope that somehow the many hours I put into
studying at this stop were not outweighed by the many hours
squandered (i.e., I start my course outlines t-h-i-s weekend). I hope
that somehow I will parlay this new knowledge into some
meaningful contribution to the community and the profession.

"My first act as a lawyer is to advise myself not to make
any comments at this time."

So, with great anticipation I look forward to walking down that
aisle to receive my law degree on graduation day; I'll tip my hat to
my family and friends, without whom it would not have been
possible - I'll hope that they can sense my gratitude as much as I
will enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that I've made them proud.
The joy will, I am delighted to say, be shared by my family and
friends twice this Spring as my brother, Luis (BC Law '93) will also
enter the ranks of the legal profession. I am extremely proud of
him. Congratulations brother! Congratulations me! We're on our

way: Cruz & Cruz, Attorneys at Law!
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PEACHETTA DEFREITAS
GLEN DECKER

FREE AT LAST!!! Or maybe that's wishful thinking? Now
it's off to the daily grind of working like ordinary people!!
Thanks, Dad, for supporting me mentally, as well as
financially, throughout the duration of my legal studies.
Hey, Dad, I'm finally going to get a job! (Maybe I should
get my L.L.M.?)
Thanks to my sister, Rhonda, and my brothers, Vaughn
and Gerard, who put up with my gripes and frustrations
and helped me to put the many challenges of law school
into perspective.
Thanks to Danita and Jocelyn who always made me feel
brilliant even when I knew that I was not.
Thanks to my cousins and friends who encouraged me
when the going got tough.
Thanks to the Black Law Students Association (BLSA),
whose members put up with my idiosyncrasies, were
always ready to give me a good swift kick, were ever
willing to take me down a peg or two ... but always,
always with love.

Patience, Persistence, and Consistency
Patience to not force your goal
Persistence to continue on the road to it
Consistency in performance once you have achieved it.
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DAVID DE SIVER
ALFRED DE INGENIIS
To my Family: Thank you for the love and support throughout the
past three years. I know I couldn't have made it without you.
Section C ... The Mustard Lady ... Shopping for a
wedding ring with Kevin on Canal Street ... The
Mangia Test ... Bugs Bunny and Rabbit ears ... "It
took all My Strength to say No" ... Legal Method
Midterm, bad omen ... Civil Procedure, very bad omen
... Greasy Souvlaki Thursdays, bad indigestion ... Pete
Mazetti as the care bear
Three dates or a wedding
... Property, Third Base
Teacher Sneezes, 500 MPH
Dentures Kill Law Students ... Natalie comes to the
Day Section ... Frustration release ... Blank Checks ...
Don't Touch Me! ... My side of the futon ... Puddles
... Single White Female, the real story ... Stupid Pet
Tricks ... Joe and Al's Football and NCAA Pools
.
Wayne's World ... Pro Bono? Build Me a Shed .
Brown Nosing Boom Boom ... Thank you Amy
.
Chinese Food at the Empire Wok ... Chicken and
Broccoli in Garlic Sauce ... Mucci' s sexy ankles ...
How far do you think those legs go ... The Deli from
Hell ... I Have No Further Use for this Guy
My
Cousin Joey ... A Tub Full Of Duck Sauce
Here
Comes Psycho ... CONTINUED

To my parents:
Thank you for all the support and encouragement
you've given me since the day I was born.
To Brenda:
Thank you for helping me realize that the study of
law need not be grueling nor mundane. Rather,
you've helped me see how enjoyable the study of
law can be. Also, for the several times that you
assisted me in putting matters in their proper
perspective, I thank you. Finally, for the fun, I thank
you.
To myself:
Never fail to reach a goal for lack of effort.

23
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MARK ESPARZA
AILEEN DOHERTY

One night out of many ... getting through was all the
more fun because of many special people. All my love for
those who stood by me for those long, long years.

"[ustitia firmatur solium"
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ANTHONY FALIS!
VINCENZO FALANGA, II
To New York Law School:
And now, graduation is near;
and so I face, my final exam.
My fellow graduates, I'll say it clear;
I'll state my case, of which I'm certain.
I've lived, a life that's full;
I traveled each, and every highway;
and more, much more than this, I did it my way.
Regrets, I had two (jethro & Park);
fortunately, few enough to mention.
I did, what I had to do;
saw it through, without Law Review.
I read, for each required course;
each assignment, on the syllabi;
and more, much more than this, I did it my way.
Yes there were times, I'm sure Kasanoff knew;
when I wanted to drop out, and say go screw!
And when there was doubt;
I went to Stan's, and drank it out!
I faced it all, and I stood tall, and did it my way!
For what is a law student, what has he got;
a lot of loans, and a job he has not.
To say the things, he truly feels (NYLS stinks of bad BBQ);
and not the words, of one who kneels!
The record shows (GPA: 2.5), I took the blows (2 F's), and did it
my way!

Thanks to "Mom and Dad" for allowing me this opportunity to
study in New York.
You've always went out of your way to support Maurizio and
me.
Thanks also to my more than good friend Vincenzo.
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CAROLINE GARGIONE
JEFF GAIER
Although I have often said that obtaining a law degree would
merely be a means to an end for me, I sincerely believe that New
York Law School has provided me with an education which will
serve me well throughout my life. NYLS is a strong institution,
and as an alumnus I intend to support it whenever possible to hell
it become even stronger. Best of luck to my fellow classmates,
many of whom I know will do great justice to the reputation of
our school, so to speak.
Since I do not anticipate speaking before the Class of 1993 at
Commencement, I would like to take this opportunity to thank thl
members of my family for their encouragement and emotional
support. I may not have been around much during the last three
years, but I hope I was there when you needed me, as I always
will be. To my in-laws, thanks for taking me off the streets even
before you were my in-laws, so I could afford a ring for your
daughter. Not only did the three of us have a great time together,
but you helped me overcome my shyness.
Of course, to my wife Sherry, you are everything I could have
envisioned in a spouse and best friend. Thank you for all your lo
and patience during a period when I was occasionally less than
reasonable and not always necessarily right. Although family law
commentators and matrimonial experts recommend that spouses
limit their written accolades of each other, suffice it to say that yo
are the best thing that has ever happened to me and I love you
more as each day passes. I eagerly anticipate a long, happy, and
solvent life together. Congratulations to us!

"You learn that through it all
you really can endure
that you really are strong
that you do have value
and you learn and grow
with every goodbye
you learn" from "Comes the Dawn" by Joy Whitman
~t'skbeen a long journey but we finally made it uc Class of '93!

now if only we could find a job! Good

Thanks to my farru-1 y - Dad, Mom, Angela, Nicole
.
and Frank for your love, support and
encourag
Al
ement every step of the way. I love you all.
~thanks to my best friend and future husband, John, for your constant love and
~ni:rst_anding, for always being there, and for always making me happy, even during the
ry g hmes. I am so glad that we went through this together. I love you.
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KERRI HISIGER

KENNETH GRAY

When in High School, I was thrown out of a soccer game for
arguing a referee's call.
Later that week, I was praised by a teacher for disagreeing with ar
unsatisfactory grade.
In both instances, I was questioning authority and fighting for
what I believed. Yet, one was a 'WISE' move and the other was
not.
This disturbed me until I was able to define WISDOM.
WISDOM is a combination of KNOWLEDGE and STRENGTH
The KNOWLEDGE to admit when authority is right
&

The STRENGTH to question authority when it is not!!!
I thank my parents for this wisdom and pray I have it always.
I'd also like to thank Amy for being my support and my future
wife. I Love You!!!

. It has been a long, rocky, road, paved with the inconvenience of the continuing construction of the
library, the student lounge and finally the student cafeteria. As a part-time four year student, I was lucky
enough to be a student here for all of the construction. As we complete our final semester, the completion
of the cafeteria is near as well, which brings to mind one of the most valuable lessons (and construction
tips) I have learned here; Fire is not the correct way to gut a ceiling! Although I will not miss the
construction, I will smile when I recall my experiences here and I will remember 1993 as a good year: The
year in which I bought my first house, graduated from New York Law School and passed the New York
State Bar Exam. (I will pass the New York State Bar Exam!) Good luck to everyone, on the Bar and in the
future.
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LISSA JEAN
JEFFREYJACOB
Where to start counting the memories. To all the people in
Section Band beyond, the UNO crowd, the Stan's on Thursdays
crowd, I'm glad that when it became our tum to go through
together, we all "passed."
A special thanks have to go to Mike and Mike for introducing
me to "Seinfeld." Now that it is over, we can all say ... "I'm out.
You two have also refreshed my memory of every movie and
sitcom this country has ever produced.
I do regret leaving behind the annual football and college
basketball pools. I will miss you all so very much when those
seasons roll around again.
To all my fellow martyrs who endured the summer of 1992 at
Matthew Bender. May you never have to use one of their books
. ... ever.
agam
And finally, to all you obnoxious New York Ranger fans. I hav'
one thing to say: "19-40!"

'

Thank God I'm Done!! I can't begin to thank my Mother and Grandmother for their love, support and prayers
during my graduate school adventures. Thank you, I love you more than I love myself! Thank you to my
Aunt Esther for all her support and sacrifices. Thank you to Aunt Ginette, my sister Claudia, and my cousins
for putting up with me through the ups and downs of student poverty as well as my really bad moods (Right
Claudia?) Thank you to June for his love and support and for putting up with my tears and fears from one
graduate school to another. To my friends Derrick, Mary, Lorraine, and my Godsister Dominique, thanks for
understanding that although I didn't have the time to visit, you were still in my thoughts. Paige, thanks for
being there during the home stretch 'Gus'!
I dedicate this degree to the memory of my Uncle Guy Robert Pierre.
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HEIDI KAUFMAN

MICHAEL KASANOFF

"But then they danced down the street like dingledodies, and I
~hambled after as I've been doing all my life after people who
interest me, because the only people for me are the mad ones, the
ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous
of everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a
commonplace thing, but bum, bum, bum, like fabulous yellow
R~man candles exploding like spiders across the stars and in the
~nddle you see the blue centerlight pop and everybody goes
Awww!""
- Jack Kerouac, 1957
Mom - Thank you for blessing my life with song, grace and
strength.
Cristina - We found out that we could do it on our own, but it's
great knowing we didn't have to.

BEFORENYLS

AFTERNYLS

PICTURES ARE WORTH THOUSANDS OF
WORDS
QUESTION AUTHORITY
THINK FOR YOURSELF
IT'S BETTER TO BURN OUT
THAN TO FADE AWAY
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BARBARA KOTACKA
JOSEPH KIRINCICH

It has been a long day's journey 'til night:
Did you finish your homework? ... When are you going to
get a job?
I am so proud of you ... I get my brains from
Barbara
Why do you smoke so much? ... It's noon, aren't
you getting up yet, beast?
Why do you always say ten
more minutes ... Get a life!
You got another parking
ticket!
I don't like lawyers
How long are you going to
be???
The kids are here, I hope you don't have to do any
work
You're not done yet? ... Can you play now?
Like a moth flying around a light bulb ... The Late L's - the
True Story ... the magnificent colors of dawn breaking
during exams ... Christmas, what is that?
Thursdays at
Puffy's ... You got any money?, I don't
Got any outlines?
· · · Twenty more pages and only ten more minutes ... I can't
· · · A tornado hit the bedroom ... I'd rather be fishing ...
Virginia Slims Championships, Mental Hygiene Legal
Services, Judge Glen, Judge Gershon, Yana, Adnon, 54,000
miles. Thinking of the new friends I have made and those
who are no longer with us ... And all the things I didn't get
to do.

Going to Law School was a big step in my life and a tough decision to make. Now I'm glad I made
that decision but I'm even happier that it's behind me. Law School has opened up many
opportunities for me and has enabled me to meet some great friends.
I want to thank my parents and brother for their love, support and understanding during my law
school experience. I couldn't have done it without you. THANKS!

Yet, there is nothing like the voice of a child to bring you
back to reality. You need some more brains, Barbara? Here
are some, put them in your back pocket. Love you, Meemoe
and Clare Bear.
Are you finished with school yet? Well, it's about time!

SECTION C ... Joe's Fan Club, all you need is a girlfriend to join ... Morans,
Big Bad Mamma Heard Us
You're a Pig ... She's staring at you, do you
want me to tell her to stop
She thinks she has a boyfriend
I'm Breaking
up with You! ... It's really over, but it's a secret ... The Big M
Hand ...
Assumed Dates on Saturday Nights, What's the Phone frequency - I-think
you've got a girlfriend ... Wing night, Pete plays tug o war with Jake ... Big
Beer at Stans ... Curve Busters, short skirts or tight jeans ... Caddyshack
during Crim Pro
Hodari D
You Think His Tie is a Clip On ... Scrag ...
Bonesmuggler
Rat poison
The Graduation Present ...
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CHARLES KRAUSE

JASON KRANTZ

A heartfelt thanks to all the family, friends, and
others who have supported me in all ways
imaginable.
Here are some entertaining (at least to me) randor
thoughts and tidbits I have assembled for our
mutual amusement:
Favorite cardgame: UNO
Favorite Professor: Kim Lang
Best comedic Duo: Mike and Mike
Mutually Exclusive: Getting a job and carnal
pleasures
J e t'aime AES
Most likely to be confused: Eric
Highest frustration level: 53 day drought in the fal
of 1991
Favorite restroom: handicapped bathroom,
1st floor library
Any male who claims he doesn't --- is
either lying or a girly-man.
Best conquest story: Jeff's pee-pee story
Worst driver: Delvis
Notable slackers: Jay, Chad, Dan, Eric, Delvis
Most recommended human need providers: LR,
GG, JM, AE, DM, AS
I should have been a professional musician.
Most admired Professor: Stephen Massey
Most embarrassing moment: the bathroom
incident at Puffy's
Most unique student: Harley
Worst beer: SBA parties 1990-93
There is a minute correlation between preparation
and grades

For Kristin and Janice ... Truly immeasurable is the delight,
dear ladies, of knowing you. Law school was the starting
gun. A sort of introductory transition. The bar exam will be a
comma. It would be best to pause and catch your breath for
we are just beginning a run-on sentence and there are no
periods in sight. Giraffe races at Kilamanjaro! Might-havebeen is a place that we will never know. We will always be
in the great and grand country of Glad-to-be-here. We three
are bigger than forget and my love for you is more than just
remember ... Seedy Kay.
For Mom, Pop, Jill, Eric and Jason ... I am part of a great and
grand family. Many are the wonders! Of all the blessings that
this life could ever bestow, one stands far away from all
others and nearest to my heart. Your love. Thank you. · · ·
Charley.

Things I have gained as a result of law school:
A. a smoking habit
B. a coffee habit
C. cynicism
D. lots and lots of debt
E. wiesel skills
F. a stack of expensive law books that can't be sold
back
G. Reverence to the almighty Emmanuelle
H. good friends
I. A high-powered job ... NOT
Since I am writing this when I should be studying for my art
law final, forgive me for any negligent omissions. Sayonara!
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KRISTIN LESSER
JANICE LARDI

Although I can't say Law School has been fun, it has filled my life with friends and memories I will cherish
forever. Thanks to everyone who has helped me create those memories and make it through these past three
years without forgetting how to laugh and smile.

Kristin: Even if nothing else comes from my law school education (knock-on-wood) meeting my "Soul-Sister"
was, in itself, enough to make it all worthwhile. I never could have done it without my other half. Thanks for
reminding me life didn't have to revolve around 57 Worth Street, that it really was OK to go out now and then,
relax here and there, and go slightly crazy once in a while.
Mom, Dad, Lisa, Paul, Gordon, Kristin, Charley, and Steve: If there's one thing I've learned it's that I'd be lost
without you! Thank you so much for being there, encouraging me, supporting me, dealing with me (not killing
me), and continuing to be the most important people in my life. I love you all more than I could ever put into
words, you're my FAVORITES!
p.s. Madison is beautiful in the summer!!

Though I wouldn't describe Law school as having been "great fun," New York Law has given me special
memories and true friends that will be with me eternally.

Mom, Dad, Eileen, Paul, Dmitri, and Brad- You have provided support of the greatest value ... moral support
· · · you believed in me. Thank you for always being there, listening and standing by me as I ride this roller
coaster of life.
~anice and Charley - Thanks for all the laughs, smiles and endless conversations about everything and nothing.
. could never have made it without the two of you. Most of all, thanks for being you!
JWBB - Though the distance between us may be long and far ... our friendship will forever, and always be
dose to my heart.
fi;f ~othing was to come out of this three year experience, I'll always remember it as having a purpose ... that of
ding my soul sister.
I love you all, more than you could ever know!
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ERIC S. LEVINE

ALEXANDER LEE
Thanks to Grace, Ray, Winston, Howard, Chan, Archie,
Conway, Brian N, Mikey "Fish Eggs" ... "I'd rather be lucky thal
good" - Lefty Grove ... More thanks to Sylvia, Kiyoko, Connie,
Kwokman ... "Yes, I go to NYU." ... Jason Kidd is God; Go
Bears!!! ... Reason No. 1 Chan always gets into fights at football
games - He doesn't know the Korean War is over yet "Baseball - Catch the fever!" ... "I hate quotes, tell me what yo
know." - R. W. Emerson ... "Money! Ha! Ha! Ha! I can buy off
anyone! The world is mine! Power! Friends! Prestige! I can buy it
all!!! Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!" - Calvin & Hobbes ... "I'll see you in
class!" ... "I-ping hong moshui duo shao qian?" - Doug Stern
... Still more thanks to Pat, Brent, Charlie, Pete, Brian Schwartz,
Roberto, Big Jim Horan ... "There's no crying in baseball!" Jimmy Dugan ... Da Lee Llamas - 1992 NYLS FBL Champions
... "It's Asian, dammit; oriental is for rugs and pottery!" - Cha~
... It's been a long three years. While I'd have liked to have
missed law school, I wouldn't have missed knowing you guys fot
the world. I hope we keep in touch and never forget each other.
Go Mets!!!

Success
To laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent
people and the affection of children; to earn the appreciation
of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends; to
appreciate beauty, to find the best in others; to leave the
World a bit better, whether by healthy child, a garden patch
or a redeemed social condition; to know even one life has
breathed easier because you have lived. This is to have
succeeded.
-

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Everywhere is walking distance if you have the
time.
-

Steven Wright

Any fool can criticize, condemn and complain
- and most do.
-
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Dale Carnegie

Sometimes you just gotta say F*@#!

What The

- Risky Business
Congratulations Class of '93! This was a lot
more B.S. than I could have ever hoped for. If
you don't agree, my condolences. Here's my
advice to all: DON'T FAKE THE NOTION ON
THE NASTY MOTION.
- Take it easy
Eric S. Levine
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JUNLING MA

DANIEL S. LIEBERMAN
Although the memories of NYLS are not especially fond, there
were a few exceptions to Law School that I would like to
personally acknowledge. People & Things I will never forget.
-

all those people who played UNO in the old lounge.
New friends - Jay, Delvis, Eric & Bruce
Professor Kim Lang
Pool Games at Apres Scott's
Evenings spent not studying
Exceeding the National Debt in loans after first year
Calling home every other day asking for money, thanks Morn1
Dad
- But, especially LMS, without whom I would not have been abl1
to make it

Thank you, New York Law School, for your
scholarship which has made my legal education
possible; for the professors from whom I have
learned so much; and for the friends whom I love
and will remember forever.

I would like to say that I did enjoy the last 3 years of my life
but, it had nothing to do with NYLS.
As for everything else that I may not have been able to
remember, who cares ... it probably was not worth rememberinf
anyway.
In closing, I would like to leave by giving some advice which
may help those of us without a position in the field of law,
"Whenever you go on a job interview, ask if they press
charges." Jack Handey.
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JANET MARFLEET

JOSEPH MACRI
They say that a man is known by the company he keeps. I
sincerely hope so, because for the last three years I have beell
fortunate enough to have been able to surround myself with some oi
the best friends that any man or woman could hope to find an)"
where in the world.
Whether it has been in a difficult class, or during some of those
unpleasant, "uninspired" periods when I found myself questiorunf
why I entered law school in the first place, I knew that I could
always tum to my friends who would be there and be willing to take
the time to help me through those rough spots.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of my frien~
from NYLS and let you know that I wish you all the best that life ha5
to offer. Most importantly, however, I would like to remind all oi
you that if things do not always tum out the way that you had
hoped, or if you ever need a shoulder to lean on, I am only a phone
call away.

WORK HARD, DO YOUR BEST, SPEAK
THE TRUTH, ASSUME NO AIRS, TRUST
IN GOD, HAVE NO FEAR.
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DEBORAH METZGER

CAROLE MASHAMESH

I would like to thank my parents, Jim, Mare & Lo, and my
family for their continued support and encouragement during
these three years. Thank you also to Professors Park McGinty,
Michael Perlin, Kim Lang, Michael Ryan, Sarah Jones, Carol
Buckler and Richard Marscico for your generous support, advice
and assistance.
I met some great friends here - Mike, Chris, Vinnie, Darlene,
Nancy, Michelle, Rich ... I would have gone insane if it weren't
for you guys! I will miss my friends from ILJ, the Clinic, the
administration and classes. I wish you all the best in your
careers.

"A picture is worth a thousand words"
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JAMIE MCDONALD

SAMUEL MIZRAHI
Pamela To my dear friends Dineen, Laura, Lakshmi - what would I
ever have done without you. I am going to miss you dearly.
And to my parents, Courtney and Paul - I owe all of this to
you. Thank you - I love you!

Thanks so much for your love, support, and
guidance. I could not have done it without you.
Although the stress of law school could have made
these last three years the worst years of my life, our
marriage and love for each other has made them the
best years of my life!
Mom and DadI guess you were wrong when you said, "Sam will
never be a lawyer because he's too shy ... Susan is
the lawyer of the family." Nevertheless, I love you
both very much. You gave me the determination to
prove you wrong.
Jan and Lenny Thank you for accepting me into your family and
treating me like one of your sons. You are very
special people, and I want to thank you for all you
have done for Pamela and I.
Junior (my future son or daughter) Even though your expected birth date is not until
October 3, 1993, I just want to let you know how
excited I am about having you. I hope that my
achievements in law school are typical of how I will
succeed as a father.
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SEAMUS MURPHY
MICHELE MUCCI
To my friends & family ... Thanks!!!
The infamous Chicago escapade ... Empire Wok and the
bathtub full of duck sauce ... the big M?!?! ... the G-man and
MM-Holy late night!
that's no man, that's my landlord! .. ·
ssshhh - it's a secret!
Give me your 2 dollars and get out!!
... Just call me Guster
I'll miss you C.L. (I mean "smokey.
smokey") ... D.J. - always remember, never forget Halloween '91 ... the infamous P-Monster ... Shotgirl? I don'!
think so! ... Who's Binky? ... In case of emergency call ...
Good luck to all my friends!!!

What I will remember most about New York Law School is
the great people that I met while there. Some of my more
notable memories are: Lenny C's witticisms in all our lL
courses; senator Harold R, who is living proof that I do indeed
vote for liberals; Tina P, queen of the foosball table; Steve A,
Who dispelled the notion that all marines are dopey gorillas;
Ann K, Erin M, and Christine 0, who prove that Irish women
are the most beautiful, intelligent, and best bred in the world;
Frank W, my Legal Writing partner; Martin V, my Moot Court
partner; Arlynne L, my Trial Ad partner; Tony F and Kevin W,
Whose responses allowed their fellow Bankruptcy classmates to
show up unprepared; Gary A and Lenny C, who, along with
myself, became fathers; political discussions with Joseph B, Otis
D, and Chris L; Elenora B's military fatigues; Mike C's ponytail;
Katherine R's noserings; fellow Fundites Edwin Rand Hal F; the
gang at The Reporter and on Moot Court; and so many others
Who I could not mention due to the space limitation.
To paraphrase William Wordsworth "Visit family and friends
often, for weeds grow quickly over untravelled paths."
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MAJORIE NILER

STEVENONNE
SOME OBSERVATIONS ABOUT MY NEW YORK LAW SCHOOl
EXPERIENCE:
All the really interesting courses are taught at the same time.
Professors will take their time getting through the semester's
material until the last month of the semester; then they move at
warp speed.
When you want to know what a word means, ask the court and
not a dictionary.
You can never accurately assess how much time either a reading o·
writing assignment is going to take; it will always take longer.
Legal research and writing should be more than 2 credits per
semester.
The months of December and May can be hell.
Planning a class schedule around the date of the final exams is a
must if you don't want to go completely nuts studying for 4 or 5
finals at once.
It does not take a "genius" to graduate.
A job is probably not waiting for you when you graduate.
The people you step on on the way up will be the people who stef
on you on the way down.
My husband is even more terrific than I thought he was; he has to
be if he put up with me during these last three years. Thanks, JaY·
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I turned to the study of law, after abandoning two decades
of work in film and television production. I was confronted
by the limits of my arrogance and introduced to my humility, as I tackled those exhausting, overwhelming, mired
mounds of legal intellectual tedium. I began my studies
using the old library, the old classrooms, and the old student
lounge, and I was part of NYLS's transformation, when it
took those first steps into its second century. I will graduate
into a world too complex for generalities formed from kneejerk single-minded dogma. The law will need to provide
stability and security by being intricately integrated into the
entire society, yet retain its tensile strength. I will commit to
conscience that laws are artificial minimums of reasonable
behavior, procedure and mere colors of authority, and that
the clever incantations of law will never overtake a genuine
comprehension of living relationships, because life is unpredictable, tumultuous, jubilant and far beyond the grasp
of laws.
I turned to the study of law for a key that will open the
mainstream to accept the Asian American community as a
full and equal participant in America. May I triumph in my
endeavor.

LINDA PADILLA
ELYSSA ORINGER
Attending New York Law School has enabled me to accomplish my goal of pursuing a career in law. I can't believe I HAVE
FINALLY MADE IT! Being a student at NYLS has also allowed
me to share some great times with new friends. Also, by attending
NYLS I was able to meet the love of my life and obtain my
"M.R.S." as well as my "J.D." All of these things have made my
law school experience worthwhile and allow me to look back at
the past three years and smile.
I want to thank Steven for his love, understanding and support.
Steven - you have made the past three years the greatest and I
look forward to sharing the rest of my life with you. I LOVE
YOU!!

I also want to say thanks to my family for
their love and support because without them I
could never have made it this far - I love you
guys!!!
And to the rest of the NYLS class of 1993
good luck and I wish you much success in the
future.

The difficulties encountered by a Latina from Spanish Harlem are too many to mention. Had I followed
those I grew up with, I do not believe I would be writing this passage. Perseverance, dedication and faith
have allow~d me to come this far. I only hope ~here are others who ca~ f~llow the path that has been paved
for me. I wish to thank the members of the Latino Law Students Association for sustaining an organization
that provides support and fellowship to Latinos coming into law school. Keep up the good work.
I would like to thank the evening students for allowing me to be their Evening Division Senator in the
Student Bar Association for the past three years.
bid farewell and Buena Suerte to my "study group," Robert, Rob, Jim and Joe who made studying a fun
thing to do.
Finally, I wish to thank my family and friends for supporting me and listening to my constant complaining
of how tired I was! I take this opportunity to place in print words of acknowledgement for my mother. Mere
Words cannot express the gratitude I have for all she has done for me the past four years.

!
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JOANNE PELLEGRINO
MARYBETH PASCALE

Though paths may sometimes
drift apart,
True Friendships never leave
the heart.

Finalmente! At long last I am seeing a dream of many, many
years finally materialize - at the same time I marvel at how
fast these past three years in law school have gone by.
I cannot say that attending law school was a childhood
ambition, but it was a dream I have had at least since my
"activist" college days in the (late) '60's. Sometimes these past
three years have seemed almost surreal and such a hectic blur
that I wonder: "Will all this really make me a lawyer after all?"
Law school at times requires its own leap of faith.
I could never have traveled this road without the priceless
help of a marvelous group of family and friends - from a
peerless son who was content with numerous microwave pizzas
to a Mom who mustered her prayer group at exam times.
And what can I say about all those at NYLS? I cannot imagine
having attended another law school because quite simply I felt
so much at home here. I will not readily forget all my friends
and fellow students, especially from Section B, nor will I suspect
that they will forget "Miss Pellegrino" - I guess that goes for
my fellow travelers in Wills, too!
This has been a unique, wonderful experience - may the
same be true for whatever lies ahead!

I

'i

r
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SUSAN PEREPELUK

NICHOLAS PENKOVSKY

We wish to express our gratitude to our family,
friends, colleagues and professors, who have
helped us to achieve what we thought was only a
dream. Thank-you.

"Education is a slow process, like the unfoldment of a
flower; the fragrance becomes deeper and more obvious with the silent blossoming, petal by petal, of the
entire flower." Sai Baba.
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SCOTT ROSSOW

MICHAEL POPKIN
If your circle stays unbroken, then you're a lucky man ...
Dio
Thanks to
My
My
My

everyone who has helped me keep my circle:
father and mother,
brother and sister,
friends.

Times so near you can almost taste the freedom
There's a warm wind from the south
Hoist the sail and we'll be gone,
by morning this will all seem like a dream ...
Queensryche
We live our lives like we dream.
Joseph Conrad

SCOTT'S CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Civil Procedure: 100 ways to avoid trying the case on the
merits.
Tax: What to take if you're good with numbers, but don't
have the personality to be an accountant.
Professional Responsibility: It is unethical to be an
ambulance chaser.
Torts: How to be an ambulance chaser for fun and profit.
Evidence: When in doubt, say, "goes to state of mind"
because nobody really knows what that exception
means.
Property: That's my dirt and you have to pay to cross it.
Wills & Trusts: Dead people, their junk, and the people that
want it.
Trial Advocacy: Learn a skill that no firm will let you use for
at least five years.
New York Law School

[usiicia - Monetatum - Corruptus

Don't compromise your dreams or self. There
is no shame in dying doing what you love.
Who dares, wins.
In a world full of people,
Only some want to fly,
Isn't that crazy?
Seal
Does anybody remember laughter?
Robert Plant
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FLAVIA SCOTT-MORGAN
LAURENCE ROTHSTEIN
"Every man is free to rise as far as he's able or willing, but it's
only the degree to which he thinks that determines the degree to
which he'll rise. Physical labor as such can extend no further thall
the range of the moment. The man who does no more than
physical labor, consumes the material value-equivalent of his ow!l
contribution to the process of production, and leaves no further
value, neither for himself nor others. But the man who produces
an idea in any field of rational endeavor - the man who discoveii
new knowledge - is the permanent benefactor of humanity.
Material products can't be shared, they belong to some ultimate
consumer; it is only the value of an idea that can be shared with
unlimited numbers of men, making all sharers richer at no one's
sacrifice or loss, raising the productive capacity of whatever labor
they perform."1
1Ayn Rand, Atlas Shrugged 988-89 (Signet 1992) (1957).

I just had to take the time
To compose this little rhyme
To commemorate the days
I went through the NYLS phase
My first year was scary
That I was a freshman it showed clearly
By second year things had changed
Since much confidence I had gained
In class I got used to being called on
Even Con Law became sorta fun
Now third year, though job offers there are none
I just hold my head high & say It's because I don't want one
But alas, as the end draws near
I still live in fear
Of having to walk ten flights
when the elevator is nowhere in sight
Still, with hard work, good friends & good times too
I wouldn't trade NYLS for even NYU
So, before I bid this school adieu
I must say thanks to a few:
Thanks to my husband Patrick - your love, understanding
& constant prodding were invaluable.
Thanks to Mummy & Daddy - If I hadn't done it for myself,
I would have done it for you.
Thanks to my sisters Nicky & Donna for inspiring me to walk
in their footsteps.
Thanks to my sister Judith for understanding all the I had to
study & couldn't go shopping.
To my favorite brothers Donny & Steve - I love you both.
AND to all my friends in BLSA - I'll miss you dearly,
especially my "twin brother" Donald.
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DAVID SIMON

ANITA SHEAHAN

Thank you to all those who made NYLS unforgettable you all know who you are. Studying at the Mill, Bro
Jimmy's, and Wo Hop. RG, that's not how the game is
played here at Smuggler's. MM you are the goods. We
don't need to mature. VL, one day you'll be immortalized
like the composers. DS, stop looking at my bum. BB,
midnight skiing? MD & AA, have you seen NS? RK, MF &
GA, thanks for being great friends. JC, I like you too!
Wolfie, thanks for getting us to school on time (not). Bevie,
I love you and thank you for everything - skiing at
Stratton, training for the next marathon, eating with the
fatboy ... what more could a guy ask for? Ho ducky,
voulez-vous ... ? Mom, dad and the Gooch - I love you
all and thanks for putting up with me for these 3 crazy
years.

I just wanted to thank everyone who helped me through this
grueling experience. I would especially like to thank my mother, father and my husband, John. Without their love and
support I couldn't have done it. The New York Law School has
given me good friends and fond memories.
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JEFF SLATE
MICHAEL SIMONE
To all those, liberal and conservative alike, who seek to change the
Constitution through the judicial process I leave these lines
ascribed to Sir Thomas Moore by Robert Bolt.
"I know what's legal, not what's right. And I'll stick to what's
legal ... I'm not God. The currents and eddies of right and wrong,
which you find such plain-sailing, I can't navigate, I'm no voyager.
But in the thickets of the law, oh there I'm a forester ... What
would you do? Cut a great road through the law to get after the
Devil? ... And when the last law was down, and the Devil turned
round on you - where would you hide ... the laws being all flat?
... This country's planted thick with laws from coast to coast Man's laws, not God's - and if you cut them down ... d'you
really think you could stand upright in the winds that would blow
then? ... Yes, I'd give the Devil benefit of law, for my own
safety's sake." R. Bolt, A Man For All Seasons, Act I, p. 147 (Three
Plays, Heinemann ed. 1967).

Activities:
Public Interest Coalition (President)
Student Bar Association (Student Organization Chair)
Environmental Law Society -

1, 2 (co-chair), 3

1 (Senator), 2

l, 2
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JEFFREY SORKIN

STEVEN SLUTZKY
At college I could barely meet a two page minimum. In Law
school I had trouble squeezing what I had to say into the space
allotted. Now, I have only 250 words to reflect on my whole
being.
Here goes: I was born, I was educated and then I was educated
some more. Finally, I went to work. At work I realized that I didn't
know what to do with my life and decided to go to law school
(sound familiar?).
At law school I fell in love with Elyssa. We were married and
are currently in the process of living happily ever after.
Oh, by the way, I have decided that work is probably better
than school and I am preparing to return to it soon. Only this tirne
I have a purpose - to eventually pay back my law student loans.
One further note: without all the love and support of my
wonderful family I could never have come this far. Thanks, I love
you all.

I, Jeff Sorkin, being of sound mind and body (besides for
my stomach) declare the following to be my last will and
testament. Being that I am constrained by a 200 word
limit, I can't leave as much as I would have liked. Thanks
to all of those who follow for making these last three years
enjoyable and interesting. If I left anybody out it was
purely intentional.
Craig-Ethics class (a second chance to answer); Bozo; a
final exam with intermingling topics; dinner at Short Ribs
(I haven't forgotten); "Deli"; your own subway car.
Rob-Seinfeld; a banana (for stressful situations); stock in
the company that publishes Nutshells; Prof. Lee; soot.

Beth - a bigger apartment; 3 more inches; an airsick bag;
a legal practice in the area of U.C.C.; Yakki.

Christine - a new sink; new neighbors; the "Good Sport"
Award; a Trial Ad partner of her choice; names in the
dark.
Mike K. - "my paatnuh"; ownership in a ball team of his
choice.

Steve R. - a third hand.
Rich DV. - "fine specimen"; Mr. Blulula; firm and perky
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LEATHA STURGES

JEFFREY SPIELMAN

New York Law School
Somewhere on these bare rocks, in some bare hall,
Perhaps unrecognized, wisdom and learning
Flash like a beacon on a sleeper's wall,
Ever distant and dark, ever returning.

Tonya
Be, as you have been, my happiness;
Let me sleep beside you, each night, like a spoon;
When, starting from my dreams, I groan to you,
May your "I Love You" send me back to sleep.
At morning bring me, grayer for its mirroring,
The heaven's sun perfected in your eyes.

Mom and Dad
All the Many is One,
In each Father is son,
On one string the beads run.
In each Sister is Brother,
In each Daughter is Mother,
All Each is Other.
Since I am You, You, Me,
Why Scarlet Earth and Sea,
With noun of Me?
You have made me what I am today,
Just let me, if you will, have my way,
For "Thank You" is what I wish to say.

I am an actress/film producer and business consultant in the
entertainment industry on both coasts. I have been involved
in law, especially contracts and negotiations, for many years.
At the behest of one of my clients, I started law school as a
part-time/night student at Whittier College School of Law
when I was living in Los Angeles. At the end of 1989,
personal circumstances made it necessary for me to return to
my home in New York City. I applied for visitor status at
New York Law School and was accepted for the 1990 year. I
chose New York Law School because in 1983, when I was
producing a feature film, I attended a Media Law Conference
at NYLS and was mightily impressed by the roster of
speakers - some of whom are now my friends - and by the
Media Law Project itself. At that time, I had no idea that I
might be going to law school myself in 5 years. But I decided
that if I ever did, I would try to get accepted to NYLS.
Well, at the end of 1990, my personal "reversals of fortune"
precluded me from returning to Los Angeles to live and go to
school. I applied for a transfer to NYLS. I was permitted to
take a part-time schedule of classes in 1991, pending
acceptance of my transfer. I was accepted as an NYLS
student for the fall of 1991.
I shall be forever grateful to Kevin Downey, Stephen Coot,
Matthew Wilkes and Geri Wenz for giving me the
opportunity to finish my legal education here at New York
Law School. I have had the privilege of being able to take
classes related to my profession with noted attorneys and
scholars in their fields.1 I take back with me into the world of
the entertainment industry an extensive and most useful legal
background. Thank you, New York Law School.
1Especially

Seymour Feig, Ralph Brown, Carlos Cuevas,
James Brook, Laura Stein and Kim Lang.
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ANDREW TALLIS

CHAN SUNG
First, I would like to thank my father, mother, and brother for
their unending support and love. Thanks also to some of the
professors who have helped me get through this place. Thanks
finally to Roberto, Alex, Danny, 'Cello, Dougie, Steve, "2L" Llorens,
NYLSFB Leaguers, and many other unmentioned friends who have
made my sentence here easier. As to some people I have met here,
may the remainder of your lives be interesting (an ancient Asia!l
curse).
Quotes to remember: "(Opposite sex). Can't live with them, can't,,
shoot 'em." D.S. "I'm not a violent person, I'm just misunderstoo d ·
C.W.S. "It was self-defense!" C.W.S. "I'm not going to class." AJ
"Pat, You are such a bleeder!" Many, after a football game with p.B·
"Drink, A--Hole!" Many, during a ski trip. "Koreans are the Irish o!
the East. We drink hard and fight hard. Hey that's how some English
anthropologist described us!" C.W.S. to Horan, Benn, and other
hard drinking Irishmen.
I have been described by some who don't know me that well as3
stubborn and small-minded person. At least my opinions are based
on a variety of life experiences. After you live on three continents
and experience more than the East coast, liberal, WASP, wanna1'e
intellectual, know-everything-about-everyone
in the world culture,
come talk to me.
Good luck to those friends I leave behind, and may the class of '93
all get jobs after graduation.
"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned
to repeat it."
George Santayana
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CAREY TURNER

STANLEY TROTTA
All of my love and thanks to my wife Christine for your endless
support and encouragement during these past three years. I love
you and our child to be, with all my heart.

After hours of painstaking thought and deliberation, I have
decided to write down what I will probably remember most
about New York Law School:

Love and thanks to Mom and Dad for your support. It would not
have been possible without you.

Leaming the meaning of fear when Professor Lang said, "Mr.
Turner, will you take the next case please."

To my family, Vivian, Steven, Maria, Joseph, Theresa, John, Baby
John Anthony, Mom Sumaya, Larry, Rey, Marivel, Charito, Lisa,
Ruth, Peter, Joe, Chris, Garry, Baby David, and Chippy, thanks for

First year moot court.

always being there.

Having Godzilla by my side for each and every final.

To my first study group, James, Mike, Gregg, and Garry, not very
productive but quite entertaining.

Playing in what may well have been the Uno game with the
highest stakes in the history of humankind.

To my fellow Staten Island commuters Carey and Marj, it has bee~

Mouse hockey (yes, mouse hockey!)

REAL.

Deciding whether or not I liked a Supreme Court decision
simply because of its author.

Preparation for final exam week would not have been possible
without the music of Zeppelin, Rush, Floyd, ELP, and Yes, Than1<5
Guys.

The horror of two-credit classes.

The more stressful life became, the more I took refuge in the
most simple, mindless things I could think of.
I'm sure I'll forever remember the summer of 1993, the Summer
of Bar Review.
But most of all, I'll remember the people, many of whom I hope
to call friend for a long time to come.
Finally, I'll always remember the support my parents gave me
throughout the whole painstaking process. They are GREAT.

i
11
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DONALD VERNON
DEL VIS VALOES
It's finally over and I am supposed to wrap it all up in 200 words or
less, (who came up with this restriction anyway). There is not much to
say but thanks to all those who made the past three years possible.
To the Latino Crew, we rarely saw eye to eye on any issue, how in
the hell did we ever get along? Thanks especially to, Michael Arce,
you made me understand the reality that was facing me during my
first semester, if it were not for your words I would not have been
motivated enough to continue!
To the UNO crowd thanks for making law school more expensive
than was necessary. In particular, Eric, Dan and Jay, you were the
guys who made this experience bearable, best of luck, slackers!
To the Virginia softball teams of '91, '92 & '93, we truly sucked!!!

To the professors who did not make this experience any more
pleasant, (which include all of you), except, of course, Professor Lang.
You're classes may have been the most difficult and the most tedious,
but they were always hilarious. Thanks for being on the academic
status committee!
To the girl whom I love more than life itself, Claudia. You were with
me from the start, you put up with me during bad times and worse
times, to me they were always good times because I could always turf\
around and see your smiling face. You were always there for me, you
had to endure a lot, I believe you deserve this diploma more than me
I am looking forward to spending an eternity with you.
The most thanks has to go to my family. Mom, you have had to deal
with a lot of change these past seven years. I want to thank you for
your support, encouragement and unconditional love. Pop, even
though you are no longer physically with us, it was your spirit that
has gotten me through the past seven years. It was your hard work
and selfless sacrificing that has enabled me to get to where I am todaY
and for that I will never ever forget you. I dedicate these past three
years to your memory and I hope to make you proud of me.

Before I bid this school adieu
I must say thanks to a few:
Thanks to my mother for all the support she gave me.
Thanks to my wife - Mabel - for being there when a
comforting hug meant so much.

!o

my sons inspiration.

Nicholas & Donald -

your existence is my

Thanks to BLSA and all its members for making my time at
NYLS memorable.
Special thanks to my best friend think you kept me out of trouble.

Flavia. I would like to

Finally, thanks to the faculty & staff at NYLS for making this
most testing experience a pleasant one.
For all those who come behind me, "Don't Believe The
Hype" - YOU CAN DO IT TOO.
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PETER WAGNER

JAMES VOTA

OYEAR FRIENDS, THE TOP THIRTY REASONS I'LL MISS

ou

The best aspect of law school was knowing that it would
eventually end (by death, insanity, poverty, disciplinary sanction,
or completing 86 credits).
My regrets? It left me emotionally, socially and financially
bankrupt ...
However, what disappointed me most was that the school (which
"has capitalized on its proximity to ... corporations and financial
institutions") did not see fit to schedule the better commercial law
·
dunng
·
·
for three years (ime1u ding summer
electives
th e evenings
.
d
re
sessions). While many evening stu dents wor ke d fu11 -time an we
actively e:1'gagedin commercial acti~ties, we were denied an
opportunity to apply our work expenence so as to make our
struggle through law school a little more tolerable. And it would
have been nice had the school (that boasts ~ow "Its succe~s is
reflected in the many leaders of the ... business community, who
are New York Law School alumni") instituted a writing
competition based on commercial legal issues.
Yes, it is important to promote "public service" for the benefit of
·
Just don 't ignore
·
th e 1 ega 1 nee d so f th e mere h ants '
t h e community.
· d
· 1·
f
·
(
11 f h
N w
entrepreneurs, m ustna ists, or manciers upon a 0 w om e
York City is fiscally dependent). For as the City loses its battle .
against crime, corruption, apathy and crumbling infrastructure, its
tax/revenue base slips silently away in the "quiet of the blight"

''What not"
"Don't be a girl"
} only Hug"
,,Yeah, but our relationship is so much better now!"
,,Let's take two cars from Freeport to Wantagh"
,,You think I should tell character and fitness I got arrested?"
I think I know her a little better than you do"
9arlic, basil, olive oil, onions, wine and tomatoes
Why aren't you drinking, it's only 3:30 a.m. and you've only had
16 bee Ill?"
''I 1
rs....
,,
ove you guys
Cock-bl'
th
,,
own rown
She's 20 really!!!"
''No, we don't chase ambulances, but my boss wanted me to hand
out his card at the World Trade Center after the bombing."
Transmission broken on head
grunken fights with your girlfriends
I< ashmeesh at Deadline
DaggedyAndy goes stag
''Eouble mint chew ... or not
nviro-dork"
~~~ehekingggdberrrrd dddd · f. · brrfd."
S BA. p arasse
t th tandid ma
'th e un o .
',' l'rn definitely
ar Y a
n
appen
advanced intermediate"
'I don't talk shop"
"This Friday? Dude, you know I can't make plans
that far in advance."
"I only poked her!!"
"We're taking it real slow"
"I promise I won't cry"
"Give me the dope!!"
"She broke the ring again!!!"
The fact is, I don't know if I could have remained
sane if it wasn't for you guys. The times with 'da
Boy~ will always and forever be among the most
chenshed and wonderful days in my life. I will miss
y~u all very very much, and I hope that your careers
will be pro~perous, worthwhile and fulfilling, and
that you will always seek what is right in the world.
There is a time in every man's education
when he arrives at the conviction that
envy is ignorance; that imitation is suicide·
that he must take himself for better for
'
worse as his portion; that though the wide
universe is full of good, no kernel of
nourishing com can come to him but
through his toil bestowed on that plot of
ground which is given to him to till. The
power which resides in him is new in
nature, and none but he knows what that
is which he can do, nor does he know
until he has tried.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self-Reliance (1839)
Best of luck and Congratulations!!!
Pete
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THOMAS H. WESTFIELD

CHERYL WILLIAMS
I came like an innocent to the slaughter. They said it was hard.
No one told me how much. That first year it was like a deconstruction of self, a rite du passage. All the old "laws" in which I
had excelled no longer mattered. First year in law school is a
levelling and humbling experience, for one starts afresh. By the
second year, neophyte no longer, and sufficiently liberat_ed to
choose the courses to which to subject myself, I blossomed into a
gradual and grudging love for this "monster" called law. Today, I
stand at the threshold of my new world. I will still be the
newcomer to be inducted and honed. But I have marketable skills
they say, and I suspect these skills will allow me to carve my
niche in that quest for change which has engaged so much of my
life.

I just want to tell my wife and children that I couldn't have succeeded in this without their love,
encouragement and sacrifice.
To my son Ryan, whose academic achievements make mine small by comparison ... Thanks for
inspiring me to do my best!
To my daughter Suzanne, whose sense of humor and devotion made all the hard work worthwhile ...
Thanks for believing in me!
To my youngest, Kristen, whose sweetness and gentleness calmed me when I was ready to quit ...
Thanks Tinkerbelle! You're the greatest!
To my wife Angel, who helped me meet deadlines, typed all my papers, edited my work and, in
general, was there to coax and guide me when I needed it most ... How can I thank you enough?
I love you and thank you for loving me enough, to let me go on this "Paper Chase."
One other thing comes to mind, I'm glad all my kids were born before Law School otherwise I'd have
had to name them Blackstone, Williston and Palsgraf.
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PETER ZUCKERMAN

CAMERA SHY
Law school is over. As I embark upon my future, it is with
great excitement that I look forward to entering the real world.
New York Law School has provided the necessary training so
that I can attain my goals. My immediate goal is to attain a
management position with a professional sports franchise. For
the long term it is my goal to become the General Manager of a
sports team, most preferably a baseball team. I would like to
say thank you to all of my family for their support and
encouragement. Here's to the future!

Craduates
1

1,
1

I

-e-

Graduates - 9/1/92

2/1/93

Sim.on Arrata
Louise Belulovich
Lauren Blackinan
Donald Boyce
Glenn Caplan
Evelyn Cruz
Michael Denker
James Draddy
John Fox
Lori Glachman
Stephen Groll
Loma Kiley
Edmond Leidesdorf

Cathy Levin
Kin-Lum Man
James McClymonds
Denise A. Michaux
Vikki Phillips
Peter Skeie
Martin Stark
John Sweeney
Muneshrie Tiwari
Theodore Topouzis
Irwin Weltz
Amy Williams
Stuart Zisholtz

Edward Brandwein
Moshe Feuer
Mark Grossman
Erik Jacobs
Dominic Massaro
Christopher Nanos
James O'Neill
Thomas Sanford
Gary Saunders
Michael Schlossman

James Golding
Karen Goyden
Neil Guthrie
James Horan
Pamela Housley
Joan Ibsen
Elizabeth Jenkins
Josh Karlen
Ann Kenny
Steven Kirk
Jason Krantz
William Lakis
John Lin
Clifford LoCurto
Christopher Luongo
Roderick MacLeod
Gerard Mackey
Eileen Magilligan
Michael Maguire
Robert Mangeruga
Michelle Mansbach-Dubin
George Matthews
Joseph Mauro
Erin McCabe
Kevin McCoy
Leona McFadden
Joseph McMahon
Miriam Meehan
Magali Melendez
Michael Mirda
Bryce I. Moses
Catherine Nolan
Karen November

Deborah Paulus
Michele Pearson
Ann Pokalsky
Jonathan Porter
Rachel Rabinowitz
David Rakowski
Melissa Reed
Debra Robb
Keith Roberts
Laura Rossi-Ortiz
Lakshmi Roy
Alejandro San Miguel
Daniel Santarsiero
Anthony Saturno
Paul Schiavone
Michelle Schorin
Allen Schwartz
Brenda Sebolao
Lisa Segal
Yitzchok Shuster
Elyssa Slutzky
Peter Steckelman
Kevin Taylor
Nancy Terris
Mary Vitrano
Ian Waldon
Victoria Wall
Kevin Walsh
James Welsh, III
Brian Wormley
Phyllis Wrann
Adrienne Zariski

Graduates -- 6/1/93
Robert J. Alexander
David E. Aronow
Gary A. Axisa
Justine F. Azmy
William L. Baer
John Baratta
Nathaniel H. Barber
Arthur G. Baumgartner
Brian G. Becker
A.dam Bergonzi
Nevena Bilbija
Guy Bowman
Barley Breite
Richard Brunje
Nicholas Caputo
John Carroll
M:arie-Therese Christensen
Michael Cifelli
Cristina Cobb
David Cronan
.Frank Cuccio
Joseph DeGaetano
John Dillon
· Robbin Ditto
Natalie Feinstein
Kevin Felix
Aaron Flaherty
Bradley Franco
Calin Franklin
Susan Friery
Moshe Fuld
Rebecca Geffner
Richard Gess
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THOMAS ABERNETHY

MOISES BEHAR

ELENORA BENZ

ANDY ALLARD

TOM BERKA

DEBBIE BERLIN

ANDREA BLAIR

KATHLEEN BRADY

STEVEN ANTICO
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ANTHONY ARTUR!

CRAIG AVERILL

MARIA BIELESZ
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MICHAEL BRADY

JOSEPH CONWAY

ANNE CZELUSNIAK

FAYE-MARIE BROWNFIELD

OTIS DAMSLET

JOHN DAVID

RICHARD DEL VACCHIO

CHARLES DICKSON

BRENT BURNS
88

CHRISTOPHER

CAPELLI

MELISSA CARNER

DANIELLE DELIO

89
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MITCHELLY.DONNER

AHMED ELZOGHBY

MICHELE L. FENICE
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SAMUEL DRADDY

DAVID EVAN

DANIEL FITZPATRICK

SUSAN FELDINGER

NICOLE FOSTER

DINEEN McDONALD GARCIA

DANIEL GEWIRTZ

JACK FROHLICH

GARY FUNG

GLENN GAVAN

JACKIE GEORGE

JAMES GILLESPIE

CHRISTOPHER

GIORDANO
91

ELISA HALLERMAN
92

MARY GLEASON

ROBERT GOERKE

MANUEL GOMEZ

ROBERT GREENSTEIN

CATHERINE HAYES

PATRICK HAYES

CAROL HORN

CHRISTINE HUEBNER

LESLIE IRVINE

JOHN ]URELLER

WILLIAM KASTIN

BRUCE KATZ

JOAN KEGERIZE

KRISTOPHER

HOLLANDS

SANDRAKIIL
93

SUSIE KIM

REBECCA KOCH

PERRY KWOK

ALENE KRISTAL

DAMINGLEE
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MICHAEL LEONARD

JOHNK.KOWK

ARNOLD LEVINE

SEAN MALATESTA

JOEL LEVINE

ARLYNNE LEVY

CLAUDINE LISS

KIMBERLEY MACKAY

LETTY MANNE

THOMAS MAVIS
95

MICHAEL MAXSON

JAMES MENDEL

DARLENE MILOS.KI
96

LAKSHMI MITCHELL

FRUMA MOHRER

CHRISTINE O'CONNOR

WILLIAM MURRAY

BRIAN NEVILLE

ESTHER NOLAN

LAURA OBADIAH

WILLIAM PAGER

TINA PALAZZO
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CHARLES PEKNIC

JEFFREY PHILLIPS

CINDY PRESSMAN

ANABELA PUIU

LISA RABINOWITZ

JOHN REEVES

JONATHAN REISS

STEVEN RAUCHBERG
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SANDRA RIZZO

MONICA ROCHFORD

LISA RODIN

ELIZABETH ROSE

TRACEY ROSE

HAROLD ROSENTHAL

CRAIG ROSUCK

ELIZABETH RYDER
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HOWARD SADOWSKY

BRIAN SCHWARTZ

ED SHEA

NICOLE SHEINDLIN

PAUL].
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SCHIAVONE

BRIAN SLATTERY

DOUGLAS STERN

LORNE SMITH

JOAN SUTTON

MONICA STUDDERT

VI}AY K. SUCHDEV

CYNTHIASZEKER

STEVEN TALAT
101

LOUIS TAUBMAN

DA.IVERY G. TAYLOR

CATHERINE VERHOFF

MARILYN THOMAS

ANDREW TILEM

FRANK WINSTON

MICHAEL WOOD

EIMAD ZAKARIYA

BETH ZINDLER

TINA TONG
102

GREGG TRAUTMANN

KENNETH TUCH

DOUGLAS S. WORTH

SHARON WEINER
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THOMAS R. BERKA

Ethics for a profession:
Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: and with all thy getting get understanding.
(Proverbs 5: 7)
These six things doth the Lord hate; yea, seven are an abomination unto him: A proud look, a
lying tongue, and hands that shed innocent blood, An heart that deviseth wicked imaginations,
feet that be swift in running to mischief, A false witness that speaketh lies, and he that soweth
discord among brethren. (Proverbs 6: 16-19)
He that oppresseth the poor to increase his riches ... shall surely come to want. (Proverbs 22:16)
And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise. (Luke 6:31).
There was in a city a judge, which feared not God, neither regarded man: And there was a widow
in that city; and she came unto him, saying, Avenge me of mine adversary. And he would not for
a while: but afterward he said within himself, Though I fear not God, nor regard man; Yet because
this widow troubleth me, I will avenge her, lest by her continual coming she weary me ... Hear
what the unjust judge saith. (Luke 18:2-6).
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JOSEPH CONWAY

•Member, Moot Court and Journal of
International & Comparative Law.
•Recipient, National Best Oralist Award and
Third Place Team Member Award, 1992
National Criminal Procedure Moot Court
Competition.
• Semifinalist, 1993 First Amendment
Appellate Advocacy Competition.
•Features Editor (1991-92), and Layout Editor
(1990-91), N.Y.L.S. Reporter.
<Senator (1991-93), Student Bar Association.
• Areas of Study: Federal/State Court
Relations, Appellate Litigation Practice, and
the First Amendment Religion Clause.
•Career Goal: To be U.S. Solicitor General.
"The character or will," Schopenhauer
Wrote, "is inherited from the father; the
intellect from the mother." Thank you Mom
and Dad for everything. Also, my love and
thanks to Gary, Patrick, Aunt Elaine, Uncle
Tony, Erica, Jamie and Aunt Clara.
"Said the lost archangel, 'this the seat
That we must change for Heaven? ...
The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven.
What matter where, if I be still the same,
And what I should be, all but less than he
Whom thunder hath made greater?' "
- John Milton, Paradise Lost, Book 1.
"I am determined to climb the ladder of
success, wrong by wrong."
-Mae West

l
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JACKIE SAITO GEORGE

PERRY W. KWOK

A Lawyer's Credo
By: Simon H. Rifkind
I believe with a perfect faith:
1. That such is the nature of the lawyer's calling that its practitioners must be, and
view themselves as, ladies and gentlemen and, by virtue thereof, governed by the
code of honor and chivalry which is part of our millennial tradition as appertaining to
that status.
2. That lawyers are members of a profession and that by reason thereof self-interest
may not enter into their attorney-client calculations.
3. That the lawyer's calling is a noble one and its practitioners are subject to the
demands of noblese oblige.
4. That the lawyer's calling is a learned one and its practioners are subject to the
necessity of continuing their acquisition of learning without end.
5. That lawyers are licensed beneficiaries of privileges and immunities received as
gifts from the community in which they practice and that they hold these gifts in trust
for the service of the community.
6. That lawyers are bound to have their work product not only characterized by the
highest quality of which their talents are capable but also informed by integrity,
loyalty to client, and devotion to justice.
7. That lawyers are burdened by an unflagging obligation never knowingly to use
their talents to perpetrate injustice.
8. That lawyers are obligated to devote time and effort to elevate the law so as to
approximate the high-test ideals of the nation, to improve the administration of justice
and to make access thereto available to all without invidious discrimination on
account of origin, station or affiliation.
.
9. And, finally, that lawyers may never be, or give the appearance of being, licensed
predators; they must conduct themselves as members of a ministry dedicated to the
service of justice.
106

Quotes to live by:
- "Take the bull by the horns."
- "Don't take the bull."
- "Give'm the bird."
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CHARLES M. PEKNIC

"Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes ... and I'm afraid it's time for
goodbye again." Although it's time for goodbye, here are some things
I will remember from NYLS:
1) Virginia softball
2) Smuggler's Notch
3) B.J.'s Top 10 List
4) Football on Sat. in Central Park
5) O'Henry's - Deadlines - Brent's Apt.
6) The hole in Stem's head
7) Shoptalk and Vol. 12.3.
8) Brodie
9) Gashmeesh?
10) Chang ... "the people"? ... DA!
To those I will never see again - have a great life. To those I will see
again - I hope we have as great a time then as we have now.
Thanks everyone (especially Mom & Dad).
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HOWARD G. SADOWSKY

Grandpa Dave . . . Thank you for a mind full of
wonderful memories. Grandma Alice . . . no one
compares, you're the best. Mom, Dean, Bruce, Ann,
David and the rest of you . . . Thanks for your
unwavering love and support. Stay tuned . . . I'm
just getting started!!!
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Hanging Around NYLS
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Drew Tallis tries to explain the rule of
perpetuities to John Goldsmith.
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John Goldsmith tells Drew Tallis what he ...,..
thinks about Drew's interpretation.

Anne Czelusniak
and Alex San
Miguel enjoy a
drink together.
(We know why
he's smiling.)
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NYLS
Softball
Tourney
At
University
of Virginia
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Evening of Romance
At The Barrister's Ball '

Brent Burns gets bussed from a
female admirer.

Kenny Schuster gets congratulated for A.
his research on prostitution.

"Right back at ya yearbook"

122

New York Law School's distinguished facultyj-
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"Look, up in the sky, it's
SUPERGRADUATE!"

Uest Speaker, Billy
poses
with
arybeth and Carole

cloJ,
"You should see Jurassic Park, it's a great movie"

"Dammit, I know I graduated, now where's my~
name"

126
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What I will remember most about New York Law School is the great people that I met while
there. Some of my more notable memories are: Lenny C's witticisms in all our lL courses:
Senator Harold Rand Judge Jason G, who are living proof that I do indeed vote for liberals; Tina
P, queen of the foosball table; Steve A, who demonstrated that marines can also be intelligent
and good-natured; Ann K, Erin M., and Christine 0., who prove that Irish women are the most
beautiful, intelligent, and best bred in the world; Frank W., my Legal Writing partner; Martin V.,
my Moot Couri partner; Arlynne L., my Trial Ad partner; swapping new father stories with
Gary A., Lenny C., and Jack F.; political discussions with Joseph B., Otis D., and Chris L; sharing
stories and Guinness with James G. and James S., whose families ruined perfection when they
Americanized a great Irish first name; late nights with the gang at The Reporter; and so many
others who I could not mention due to the space limitations.
To quote William Wordsworth "Visit family and friends often, for weeds grow quickly over
untravelled paths."
Seamus S. Murphy '93

VINNY: TANTI AUGURI PER UNA VITA PIENA DI
OGNI SUCCESSO
LOVE,MAMMA

Dearest Friends and Colleagues:
I loved my experience at New York Law School. And I
have all of you to thank for that. You have taught me so
much, and I am lucky to have met so many wonderful
and talented people. With some, I have formed friendships that I hope will last forever. I look forward to
working with all of you in the future. But whether our
paths cross or not, I want you to know that every one of
you has touched my life deeply and that I will never
forget you. I wish everyone the best of luck in everything.
With much love and admiration,
Karen

To all my friends at New York Law School, You will be
sorely missed.
Love,
Monica Ashton

The University of Arizona is where Elyssa majored in Poly Sci., where
as Steven pursued his studies at Leheigh.
It was at the beginning of their first year
at NYLS that they met,
and a year later they got engaged and a wedding day was set.
It was during their last year when they decided to marry,
this is when they thought it would be best.
All the while, both Elyssa and Steven pursued their
law degrees with the greatest of zest;
knowing that even after completing all requirementsfor
graduation they still wouldn't be able to rest,
because taking the New York and New Jersey bar exams
would surely put them to the true test!

Dear Peggy:
You continue to make us proud.
May you catch all the brass rings on the
"Mellymoo."
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Marjorie, Ronald, Jeffrey,
David & Sari

Goodbye to NYLS
I'm not much for goodbyes
or for that much even hello's
But, Delvis said you have to write something,
so anyway ... here goes.
New York Law School is where we came
to study, prosper, and maybe learn.
"LAWYERS we'll be," "Counselors.
Yeah"
Attorneys we all yearn.
We showed up in August
with high hopes and desire,
Law Review was the buzz
that set our mind on fire.
Then, a week may have passed,
or possibly two,
And, most of us came to the realization
This was NOT Harvard, Yale, or NYU,
which meant we were entitled to recreation.
So, the thought of being Number 1
passed without a whimper
I sat on my couch, watched Monday
Night
Football,
And said, yes, life couldn't be simpler
With a year under our belts
there was something of great concern
This world full of lawyers did not want
to
hire students, because they didn't have

money to bum
So, I went back home and pushed
my friend for a job
He said come work in Washington
the land of the power tie and political
snob.
At the end of the summer,
I knew I could lead this kind of life
And, I saved all my money for a ring
and asked LORI to be my wife.
Back to NYLS we came and drudged
on for 2 more years
Who would have ever thought we
could
finish was the strength of our fears
So June 14, 1993 will bring us
to graduation.
We will get our final day of adulation
Then we take the bar, buy a new car,
since we have finished what we have
started
And, I am glad to say with a
smile on my face
Oh yes ... I am dearly departed
And, as I leave NYLS for the
very last time
I have one thing to say
That is ... I am Lawyer
Here's my card
Let's do lunch some day

However,now they have passed both the New York and New Jersey
bar exams and their families are ever so proud.
With their new jobs as attorneys,
and as husband and wife,
we wish them the best of health, luck, success,
and happiness
throughout their life!!
Love,
The Oringer Family

My Daughter Dineen:

Jeffrey J. Slate
453 East 14th St. #lF
New York, NY 10009
(212) 388-0519
The strength of New York Law School is its diversity.
At no other institution that I have attended or visited have I come in contact
with a student body so marked by diversity. But that diversity, with many of us
"first generation lawyers," is what has given our time together in law school a
special meaning and has helped us to learn and grow together as we have each
pursued our own personal ideal in the law.
We each now must face a world marked by recession. Gone are the days whet1
law graduates could start at $80,000.00. But I believe that change, which occurred
largely while we were at New York Law, has made us each reassess why we watt!
to be lawyers and what we seek to gain from the experience.
We all want success.Many of us also want to change the world in our own waY·
I believe that this is the time and we are the generation of lawyers that must do ou!
best to succeed not only in monetary ways, but also in making the world - or at
least our small comer of it - a better place.
And we can. Each of us can do our small part and together our lives, the lives of
the people around us, the legal community in general and perhaps even grandel
institutions and countless individualswill be touched.
This is my vision of where we are and what we can do.
I wish the class of 1993 the best.

CONGRATULATIONS
MARCIA,
I LOVE YOU.

MOI\tl

It has always been the
determination and
drive you have within
you to reach your goal
and dream. You had a
dream and you,
yourself made that
dream come true.
I gave you a path to
follow and you
followed that path.
You overcame
hardships that came
your way.
I cannot express in
words how proud this
woman feels knowing
that she gave birth to a
child with so much
spirit in her.
I pray to God to
embrace you in his
arms and that your
future finds open doors
with success. Thank
you my child.
From A Very Proud
Mother With All
Her LOVE!

BARNES
&NOBLE
BOOKSTORE

STAFF
Editor-in-Chief .
.
Delvis Valdes
Managing Editor . .
Jackie George
Inspirational Editor
Michael Wood
Contributors . . . .
.
Ken Gray
Brian Neville
Lissa Jean
Ilene Sacco
Dave LaPorta
Photography
Thornton Studio
Publisher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taylor Publishing Co.

CONGRATULATES THE 1993
NYLS GRADUATES
NORMAN DIAMOND,
MANAGER
MARIA GONZALEZ, ASSISTANT
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The New York Law
School
Alumni Association
con gr a tula tes
the class
of
1993
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SPECIAL THANKS TO

SALLY HARDING

CLAUDIA
MORALES

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

DELVIS VALDES

Well, this edition is finally done and over with, and it was only two months behind
schedule. I would like to thank the staff who was with me at the beginning, but disappeared at
the end. I want to thank Mike Wood who was responsible for convincing me into doing this
project. While I thought studying for the bar ruined my summer, I was glad to have the
yearbook project to ruin my fall, thanks Mike.
In all seriousness, I want to thank Sally Harding for her negative reinforcement, were it not
for her constant nagging and pessimistic outlook I would have never been motivated enough
to prove her wrong. Thanks Sally you are a true friend and it was a pleasure keeping in touch
with you over the summer and the fall and I hope to stay in touch.
Thanks also goes to Tom Kehoe of Taylor Publishing for showing me how to put a staff
together, even though I never ended up with one. If it were not for his never ending,
sometimes witty, and most of the time witless comments, and constant pressure, much of this
book would be left up to the imagination of the reader, and not just pages 137-208.
The best part about doing this book was that I got to meet most of my classmates, while the
work was sometimes unpleasant, I enjoyed every minute I had talking with you guys, best of
luck in the future. Please save your criticisms for the reunions, this way we'll have something
to talk about.
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AT LONG LAST,
"MY DAUGHTER THE LAWYER"
CONGRATULATIONS
TO KRISTEN LESSER

Congratulations
David Simon
Love,
Mom, Dad, Barbara & Kelly
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- Dina and Rachel Miriam - Wonderful!
- To my Mother, Rogelio, Loli, Eric, Jose and Lisa thanks for the many times you were there - the difficu
as well as the good times
- To Dr. and Mrs. Nelson, AK.A. Saba and Savta. E ·
Jeremy, Michael, Jonathan, Philip and Quee - You gu
are the greatest.
- D.M. - What must I do to get you to call? Congrats
your awards.
- To John, Vinnie, Monica, Ms. Kyle, Michelle, MiriautJ
Aileen, Mary Ellen, Rebecca, Deborah, Jack, Michael,
Kevin, Kenny and many more friends who have made d
last 4 years special.

